This paper investigates methods for the prediction of tags on a textual corpus that describes hotel staff inputs in a ticketing system. The aim is to improve the tagging process and find the most suitable method for suggesting tags for a new text entry. The paper consists of two parts: (i) exploration of existing sample data, which includes statistical analysis and visualisation of the data to provide an overview, and (ii) evaluation of tag prediction approaches. We have included different approaches from different research fields in order to cover a broad spectrum of possible solutions. As a result, we have tested a machine learning model for multi-label classification (using gradient boosting), a statistical approach (using frequency heuristics), and two simple similarity-based classification approaches (Nearest Centroid and k-Nearest Neighbours). The experiment which compares the approaches uses recall to measure the quality of results. Finally, we provide a recommendation of the modelling approach which produces the best accuracy in terms of tag prediction on the sample data.
INTRODUCTION
The data which is analysed in this paper describes hotel staff inputs in a ticketing system 1 . Currently the dataset consists of 2017 manually tagged entries with the following columns: book_name, book_type, content, id, tags, and user_id. The main concern is the prediction of tags based on the content. We have identified suitable models to solve the problem and compared them to each other.
A limitation of the work is due to the size of the data sample, which is relatively small with 2017 observations. This makes prediction more difficult as most approaches need a larger number of examples of correctly tagged text from which to learn. Therefore, predictions for tags that are not frequently used are harder to make.
The aim of the project is to improve the tagging process of the current system. At this point users are manually tagging their entries with hash tags, however user tagging is not consistent (i.e. some users use too many tags, some none at all). Therefore, a future implementation of the tagging service should either automatically tag text entries, with an option to manually correct later (e.g. by an editor) or suggest most likely tags to the user who could select appropriate tags from a set of recommended ones. This paper addresses two main objectives (i) the exploration of existing sample data, which includes statistical analysis and visualisation of the data to provide an understanding of the data, and (ii) the evaluation of tag prediction approaches. The output is a recommendation of the modelling approach which produces the best accuracy in terms of tag prediction on the sample data. Figure 1 shows the distribution of tags in our dataset through a heatmap. We can see which tags have been used on the left side of the figure (e.g. ITproblem, TvNotWorking, VIP, etc.) and on the bottom, the number the tags for each text entry (from 1 to 6). Each cell represents how many times a tag is used in each of the 6 cases. For example, "maintenance" in total is used 498 times (entries) of which 204 times is alone (one tag), 215 times appears along with another tag (two tags) and so on. "Electrical", instead, never appears alone, always along with another tag.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related work and the state-of-the-art in tag prediction. Section 3 provides more details on the approach taken, the research method and performance measure used. We describe our process of data exploration in section 4 and how the different approaches work in section 5. Finally, we present the results in section 6 and our conclusions and future work are presented in section 8. 
RELATED WORK
A tag is a free-text annotation (word, name or phrase) that can be associated with textual data. Tags generally identify or categorise the textual content and can be used to facilitate searching and retrieving information along with revealing groupings and semantic links across information. Tagging is most familiar to us as user generated labels in social media but tags can be applied to any collection of text data. They can be extracted from the text automatically reflecting the semantics of the text or can be recommended from groupings of existing domain specific tags. There are no limits to the number of tags that can be assigned. Tagging gained popularity in Web 2.0 due to the growth of social networking and image sharing websites [20] but has numerous use-cases in a wide range of information management tasks. Identifying and automatically assigning tags in large scale text corpora can provide a means for fast archiving, searching and retrieving information along with revealing topics and semantic links. In addition tagging can assist in the creation of ontologies. Examples of this include work by [7] which learns a domain ontology from user tagging, building on using WordNet as a backbone ontology and work by [11] which builds ontological structures by using low support association rule mining.
Collaborative tagging is the process of allowing anyone, particularly consumers, to tag content [2] . The process of collaborative tagging can be described as a folksonomy by many researchers as are the social media sites which support collaborative tagging, but the collection of tags resulting from collaborative tagging is a classification system which is more correctly defined as a folksonomy [24] . The challenges of collaborative tagging are identifed by many researchers and are listed by [13] as polysemy, where words can have two similar meaning; synonymy, different words with similar or identical meanings; plurals effectively different words with identical meanings; and specificity of tagging, where related tags that describe an item vary along a scale from very general to very specific.
To automate and improve the user-generated tag assignment process, researchers have developed tag recommender systems for suggesting reliable and relevant tag options. Overviews of methods and approaches to tag recommender systems for social web are available from [5, 6] .
The approaches to automatic tagging can be classified according to the source of the tags. Tags can be (i) generated, directly extracted from the text itself or (ii) re-used, identified from data that is already tagged and/or from other external sources. Extracting tags from text uses natural language processing techniques to identify keywords and phrases in the textual content that can be used as tags [9] . Context information associated with the text item can also provide information that can be used to tag including metadata or associated information such as ratings. Research by [1] shows the benefits of structured tagging (providing tags to predefined context or metadata elements) in addition to free-text tags. The extraction of tags from user profile information has been used to solve the 'cold start' problem [14] in tag recommender systems.
Techniques using machine learning approaches have been used also to identify tags from both the source text data using topic modelling approaches [3, 10] and data that is already tagged using tag clustering [4, 19] , supervised learning algorithms [22] and graph partitioning algorithms [21] .
A variety of approaches for using external sources exist to help in recommending relevant tags for text. Ontology-based tagging involves recommending tags directly from a collaborative user-driven ontology [15] . [23] construct a topic ontology through enriching an existing set of categories automatically from external knowledge resources such as Wikipedia and WordNet. [3] proposes a probabilistic topic model that incorporates DBPedia knowledge.
APPROACH AND RESEARCH METHOD
The approach taken in our work on this project was to identify several appropriate methods to predict tags for the text entries and to compare them. In order to address both objectives of exploration and evaluation, we have preprocessed and cleaned the data in advance of performing the analysis. We used a Bag of Words representation for the text, tokenising on white space and punctuation. To make sure only meaningful words were used as features, stopwords (such as in, and, of, a, the, etc.) were removed and the remaining words were lemmatised.
Exploration of Sample Data
In the data exploration phase, we considered the structure of the sample dataset and identified notable statistics and facts derived from the dataset. This was done by analysing books, tags, and the text content in plotted graphs by quick data visualisation, aggregation, and statistical analysis.
Evaluation of Tag Prediction Approaches
The second part was the evaluation phase, where we identified a set of candidate algorithms to predict tags for the input text. We identified four approaches that have the potential to provide good results according to published research papers and best-practice definitions. The candidate methods were: a supervised machine learning model for multi-label classification (using gradient boosting), a statistical approach (using frequency heuristics), and two simple similarity-based classification approaches (Nearest Centroid and k-Nearest Neighbour) (detailed descriptions of each approach can be found in section 5). In the final step, we evaluated these methods in order to find the most suitable one for the underlying task. To facilitate evaluation, we used a measure of recall to measure and compare the results. The best performing approach was the basis for our recommendation.
3.2.1 Method. The methodology we used for the evaluation of the approaches is k-fold cross validation, a standard in machine learning, which involves splitting the dataset into training and testing subsets. We used 10-fold cross-validation, partitioning the dataset in 10 parts and iteratively using 9 folds as the training set and the final fold as the test set. The training dataset is used to build the prediction model while the testing dataset is used to test the model. Performance is measured by comparing the predicted tags with the actual tags. The final result is the average over the 10 iterations.
Test Approach. Our evaluation approach included using 10-fold cross-validation to partition training sets and test sets and use average values of the 10 evaluation steps; training the algorithm on the training set (for those approaches which required training); running tests with the predefined test set; comparing the results and measuring recall (as defined below). It is important to use different training and test datasets to ensure that the data does not learn from the examples that are used for testing.
Recall. The performance measure used was recall. For our experiments we defined recall as the ratio of correctly suggested tags over the number of actual tags for a text entry -ST OT where ST are suggested tags which are correct and OT are original tags in the test set. For example, if a text entry has been tagged with ["maintenance", "noise", "plumbing"] and the system suggests ["maintenance", "plumbing", "cleanliness"], recall would be 2 3 , because 3 tags were in the original dataset of which we got 2 right in our suggested tags. Recall is an appropriate measure for these experiments as it is the most straightforward way of automatically identifying correct tags by comparing with actual tags. It will not allow us to measure situations where other relevant and appropriate tags are suggested but are not in the set of actual tags. To do this would require manual user confirmation of all predicted tags.
DATA EXPLORATION
The first step was to investigate the structure and characteristics of the existing dataset. Table 1 shows a sample of data provided by the customer with the following structure:
• book_name: Name of the hotel book (main category, i.e. every hotel has one or more books in which they write their tickets or messages, e.g. reception, maintenance, night, log, etc.). In smaller hotels there might be only one book. Synonyms or similar names may be used for the same book (e.g. reception = front desk = front office). • book_type: A simple category for a book. Most probably redundant as input since it may correlate with the book name.
• content: The free text entry input by hotel staff. This is the main input for tag prediction.
• id: Unique ID of the ticketing system entry.
• tags: The field that needs to be predicted. There is no fixed number of tags and there may any number of tags per entry (the provided dataset has between 1 and 6 tags per entry).
• user_id: ID of user who created the entry which may also correlate with the book name.
There are three inputs in the dataset that we will use to predict tags: book_name, book_type, and content. The target is the tags field.
The frequency of occurrence of tags is shown in Figure 2 . There are currently 33 different tags used in the dataset of 2017 entries. The system should be open and allow new tags, however, due to experience from the customer on their user behaviour and the usage of tags, they expect, over time, tags to stabilise at approximately 40 tags at most. Furthermore, tags could be fixed and set to a given list, if necessary. Figure 2 also shows that there are two predominant tags (guestIncident and maintenance) which make up almost a third (33%) of all tags. This highlights the fact that there are some very general tags (such as both mentioned ones) and also some very specific tags like TvNotWorking which is only used in 0.46% of the cases. However, if the situation arose in the future where a significantly large number of tags were being used, then it might be useful to create a taxonomy of tags. This would allow comments tagged at lower levels of the tagging hierarchy to be grouped by using tags at higher levels.
An overview of the number of tags per entry is shown in Figure  3 . Most entries have only 1 tag but very few have more than 3 tags. This graph shows that most entries seem to be covered sufficiently by 3 tags or less.
In sessions with the customer we identified that recommending additional tags which were not already part of data set was found useful by a human user in certain cases. This would require different approaches (not covered in this paper) which would involve identifying/extracting keywords and phrases from the actual text content. Once used the training set would need to be updated with these tags in order to make them available as recommendations to other users. Figure 4 shows another view of the relationship between tags and the number of tags per text entry. For each tag it shows the percentage of those entries containing the tag that have that tag alone (represented in blue), or as one of two (green), three (red), etc tags. This is interesting for finding out which tags are mostly used alone and which ones are frequently used in combination with others. Examples for tags that are mostly used alone are wakeUpCall, staffingIssue, noShow, and delivery. Tags that are frequently used in combination with other tags are e.g. plumbing, noise, roomTemperature, electrical, and TvNotWorking. This shows that entries with only one tag tend to be tagged very generally, while very specific tags are accompanied by general tags and indicate that the tagging process has been more precise in these cases.
TAG PREDICTION APPROACHES
This section describes four approaches that have been tested and validated for their capacity to predict the actual tags that are associated with the input text. We have accounted for using different approaches from different research fields in order to cover a broad spectrum of possible solutions. As a result, we have tested a supervised machine learning model for multi-label classification), a statistical approach using frequency heuristics, and two simple classification and similarity approaches (Nearest Centroid and kNearest Neighbour). The following subsections each describe one of the tested models in more detail.
Multi-Label Classification
The first method uses a supervised machine learning approach, which is described in more detail in [16] . It uses Gradient Boosting classification 2 on the training data to build a prediction model/classifier. The strategy uses an ensemble approach building a prediction model or classifier per tag and combines the outputs of all the ensemble member classifiers to decide which tags are appropriate for the test input text. The ensemble approach is a commonly used strategy for multiclass classification.
Frequency Heuristics
The statistical approach used is based on the frequency of cooccurrence of tags with words in the text entries. This method goes through the training dataset and generates a map of probabilities. It associates a list of tags with each word used in the text entry and calculates the probability of using that tag with that word. As an example, if the word room appears three times in texts tagged with noShow and ten times in total, the probability of room in the list of words for tag noShow is 0.3). For each test entry, the tags suggested are those tags associated with the words in the test entry with the highest probability. The top three tags are suggested. 
Nearest Centroid
This method is based on the Rocchio method of classification, which is described in detail in [17] . It creates tag clusters or groupings of all entries in the training set that are tagged with a specific tag and calculates the centroid (the centre point) of the cluster. For each test entry the similarity between it and the centroid of each cluster is measured using cosine similarity. The tags for the top three most similar clusters are returned as the suggested tags.
k-Nearest Neighbours
k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) is a simple algorithm that finds a number (k) of training entries most similar to the test entry and determines what tags to suggest from the tags used by these k nearest neighbours. The value of k can be determined by testing the performance of different ks. The tags to be suggested are those that occur with highest frequency within the k nearest neighbours. We tested for values of k from k = 1 to k = 10. For k = 1 we returned all tags found on the nearest neighbour and for larger values of k we returned the three most frequent tags found on all neighbours.
The sklearn implementation and description of different flavours and use cases for k-NN can be found in [18] .
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We calculated the performance of each method against the test dataset by measuring recall as defined in section 3. Table 2 shows recall for each method with and without book names as an additional input (except for Frequency Heuristics which does not provide the option to add additional inputs). The table shows that k-NN clearly provides the best recall. Since k-NN turned out to provide the best results, we have performed further experiments with values of k from 1 to 10. This helped us to observe the impact of the number of neighbours used on the performance and to identify the best value for k.
While the size of k used does not seem to have a big impact on overall performance, results suggest that at k = 8 performance peaks and raising the value above 8 does not have a beneficial impact. However, we would need a significantly larger dataset to validate which size of k might be preferred. Overall, our experiment Table 2 : 10-fold cross-validated recall for all methods with and without book names, and different sizes of k for k-NN.
measuring the recall leads us to the conclusion that k-NN is a good approach for predicting tags on this dataset and the value of k should be confirmed in experiments with larger datasets.
Book names
A comparison of performance with and without book names as input indicates that including book names in the input text potentially improves results; significantly for multi-label classification, slightly for k-NN, but has a rather negative impact on Nearest Centroid. While adding additional inputs may have a slight impact on training time, the impact of adding an additional word to the input should be negligible. The results show that performance generally tends to improve when including book names in the input data.
Runtime
Another comparison took into regard the runtime of the various methods. We have used an Intel®Core™i7-7600U CPU @ 2.80GHz processor configuration with 16GB RAM for the tests. We organised the tests in two separate categories: one for all methods which do not require training and detect tags on the fly and one for those which need to run training first so we have included training time and runtime for tag detection. Figure 5 shows the runtime of methods which require no training and are hence much faster. Here we can clearly see that he method for frequencies with heuristics performs best and that k-NN runtime splits in two groups. The k-NN group with booknames as additional feature has better runtime than the group of k-NN without booknames. Also we can see that the value of k does not have much influence on the runtime in our scope.
In comparison, Figure 6 shows methods with training times. The graph shows that the multi-label classifier is much faster than nearest centroid and does not make much difference whether booknames are used as an additional feature or not. In the case of nearest centroid, the version with booknames is clearly faster than the one without, but both are outperformed by the multi-label classifier.
Our conclusion is that the methods with the best runtime are frequencies with heuristics for methods without training and multilabel classifier for methods with training. However, since frequencies with heuristics provides the worst results (see Section 6 EXPER-IMENT RESULTS) and the performance of k-NN is not significantly worse, we recommend the use of k-NN for methods without training. For methods with training, we recommend the multi-label classifier, since it has only slightly worse results, but much better performance than nearest centroid. In both cases though, we recommend the use of booknames as additional feature as they do not negatively influence runtime (in some of our cases even on the contrary) and provide better results in tag detection.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The experiments performed on the sample dataset explored the feasibility of the automatic prediction of tags for the text entry test cases and results of the experiments have indicated that performance is good for certain approaches. It is important to note that to implement any of these approaches in a solution in a real-world environment there are additional factors that must be considered.
Each of the approaches evaluated above require training data to learn from, and most require an offline training process to produce a prediction model that is used to predict new book entries in realtime. The model captures/learns the current 'concept' from the training data. The assumption is that the training data used to build the model is representative of all types of book entries and tags used. Over time when new examples of entries come about or new tags are used, the model will not know about these and will suffer from what is known as concept drift [8] . All prediction scenarios need to consider how to manage concept drift and keep the prediction model up to date with all representative examples of the problem it has been built to tackle.
Generally handling concept drift requires periodic re-training on an updated training set that incorporates the new examples and tags not previously seen. The resulting new model is then swapped into the real-time process to be used for prediction. Three of the four techniques explored fall under this scenario. k-NN, however, is different; it does not require an offline training process to build a model which is then used for prediction. It uses the training examples at prediction time and it determines the most appropriate examples to learn from at the time of prediction (through identifying the most similar neighbours). Managing concept drift simply means adding new examples to the training set as they occur. With k-NN there is a trade-off between ease of managing concept drift and prediction time. Finding the most similar examples (the nearest neighbours) for a new example involves comparing with each training example. As the training set grows with the new training data, the time taken to predict can increase. This limitation means that the training data needs to be periodically edited and pruned to produce a smaller, leaner set to work with. There are a number of editing algorithms available that facilitate this, e.g. [12] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The work in this paper involved investigating a specific application or use-case of tag prediction from text which involved identifying how to accurately predict tags for a particular dataset in order to assist a company to use their data more effectively. The research involved the exploration of the dataset to understand the data and experimentation on appropriate techniques to identify the best performing approach for the given dataset. Our recommendation, based on exploration of the given dataset, is to use the k-NN approach to predict tags using both the entry content and the book names as input to the process. While k-NN shows the best performance in terms of recall, it also provides some benefits in terms of managing concept drift. There will be a need, however, to periodically edit the training set to maintain acceptable prediction times. Further experimentation would be required to determine how and when this would be required.
The next steps of the project will have two main goals:
(1) Testing of the recommended approach: This involves performing extended test scenarios for feature extraction and training to find the most appropriate parameters for the model, as well as measuring performance on large datasets and testing scalabilty of the model. It will also involve identifying how to handle concept drift over time. (2) Implementation of a prototype solution: In the next step, we will implement a working prototype providing a usable service for the company that can be tested and evaluated on real-time data.
